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Milissa Ellison is a scholar specializing in the history & philosophy of European science and
technology. Alan Dewey is well known for his restoration of and research about chess sets. In this
jointly-written article, Ellison first discusses the general trends of the Industrial Era in England,
particularly as exemplified by the work of John Jacob Holtzapffel and his peers. Dewey then
presents an applied examination of Barleycorn chess sets, commonly thought of as the products of
ornamental turning, to demonstrate how the impact of advances in lathe technology such as
Holtzapffel’s did not seem to have penetrated into the typical small turners’s workshops. They
conclude that the “big story” of the 19th century—one featuring wholesale societal and
manufacturing changes along with increasing standardization, replicability, and precision
instrumentation—coexisted with a persistence of craft in the turning trade. This thesis is amply
supported by the barleycorn chess sets as well as other sets of the period.

Milissa Ellison: The era which gave rise to the production of most of England’s bone
and ivory chess sets is an era which we think we know. On the one hand, we have the
Industrial Revolution, in which increasingly sophisticated machines changed the nature
of human work from highly skilled and general to less skilled and fragmented. This
consequentially mandated the factory system of production that relied on the
manufacture of interchangeable parts. Coexisting with these changes in work were
expansions of our knowledge of the material world. This endeavor—focusing as it did on
naming, mapping, and other such grouping activities—relied on precision instrumentation made,
again, with appropriate machines. This parallel movement is sometimes referred to as the
Industrial Enlightenment. Both of these large trends—changes in work as well as in the ways and
means of the knowledge economy—define the rise of the modern age.
Analysis of the professional context and work of instrument
maker and machinist John Jacob Holtzapffel, now chiefly
remembered for his ornamental lathe, serves as a perfect
example of both the Industrial Revolution and the Industrial
Enlightenment. Already a trained machinist, Holtzapffel moved
to England in 1792 from Alsace. He may have worked in the
large Piccadilly shop of Jesse Ramsden, himself a machinist
whose work eventually led to his induction into the Royal
Society. Holtzapffel was also a contemporary of Henry
Maudslay, renowned for his work with machine toolings.
(Left: John Jacob Holtzapffel)

These men and their peers worked toward specific goals:
developing the machines necessary for the manufacture of instrumentation that allowed for
standardization, replicability, and precision. Many of their methods and approaches were
inherited from an earlier age and were thus now being refined rather than invented. Their
applications of these common methods, however, varied widely and were typical of the interests
and trends of their time. So, for example, among Ramsden’s many products was an equatorial
telescope that allowed an increasingly-accurate examination of the heavens with circles rather
than quadrants. Holtzapffel, however, turned from the heavens to earth and, with his ornamental
lathe, facilitated the decoration of tangible objects with the very same circles and arcs.

(Left: astronomical settings as derived with Ramsden’s equatorial telescope. Right: ornamentally turned chess piece
and detail showing circles used to derive raised arcs. During the Victorian era, high end chess sets frequently were
ornately decorated items of conspicuous consumption featuring the bounty of Empire, from ivory to tagua. Chess
piece courtesy of Jon Crumiller.)
(Left: Jesse Ramsden’s equatorial telescope.)

Both Ramsden’s telescope and Holtzapffel’s ornamental lathe relied on
screw threads with standardized diameters and threads per inch. These, in
combination with an indexing plate, moved parts of the entire machine
through pre-set, or indexed, intervals. This basic mechanism of the
telescope and the lathe were shared to varying degrees and in a wide
variety of applications by many of the period’s numerous tools and
instruments: sextants, transits (theodolites in England), Henry Maudslay’s
famous bench micrometer, and so forth. The combined effects of screws
and indexed intervals allowed, in the case of Ramsden’s telescope,
mounting of the instrument so as to allow setting circles to be calculated
correctly. Such precision ensured accuracy of the immediate celestial observation as well as
reliable observations over time due to the replicable mounting. For Holtzapffel’s lathe, the screw
and indexing apparatus was used differently. In this application, the apparatus allowed one of
two things to happen at calculated intervals: either the stock—usually wood, bone, or ivory—
being worked on could be rotated at even intervals, or a tool held in a cross-slide tool rest could
be brought to the stock at even intervals and replicable depths. In all cases when standardized
screw threads and indexed intervals were used, these intervals and thus the machine’s
movements were equal divisions of a circle. This was accomplished with indexing plates.

(Right: Indexing plate on headstock of Holtzapffel lathe.)

Indexing plates were circular plates drilled with holes or
grooved with cogs. The holes or cogs were evenly spaced.
Marking these intervals was done with dividing engines. A
dividing engine held the circular plate to be indexed, then
this plate was turned with a micrometer screw and marked
for drilling or cogging. The number of divisions of the
circular plate was the degree of fineness for the setting of
the instruments using these plates. For instruments such as
micrometers or telescopes, increasingly small intervals were desirable. For grosser applications
such as an ornamental lathe, the intervals usually did not exceed 360. Factors of other numbers
were accomplished through multiple drilling of the same indexing plate in concentric circles or
various insets using various divisions. These precisely machined tools were so essential to the
production of scientific instruments that Ramsden’s portrait shows him with both. In short, tools
and instruments were inextricable, and the machinists of the Industrial Enlightenment often
worked on the one in order to be able to produce the other.
(Left: Jesse Ramsden.)

By 1851, such marvels of the age were presented at the
Crystal Palace Exhibition. Here also was introduced the
so-called American system of manufacture, in which the
work products of semi-skilled machine operators were
composed of interchangeable parts. Such
interchangeability allowed for replication. In turn,
replication allowed for batch processing of product
components, as the pieces of a product in its entirety could
be made in batches and then assembled later. This method
is so fundamental to our understanding of manufacturing
today that it surprises us to realize that prior to the factory
system of production, even items which very much
resembled each other were not replicated, as they were not
made of interchangeable parts. Each piece of the final
product, in other words, had been made to fit together with
the other. They thus would not necessarily fit with any piece of a seemingly-identical product.
This was true even of such mundane items as nuts and bolts: it was Henry Maudslay who
standardized methods of thread production by producing taps and dies, and thus interchangeable
nuts and bolts. This significant advance in machine technology did not occur until 1800. Prior to
then, even nuts and bolts were made as pairs rather than replicated, and thus were not
interchangeable.
In all sectors of English society, then, the combined effect of the Industrial Revolution and the
Industrial Enlightenment quite reasonably seems to us to have been a wave of progress which
washed away previous methods, assumptions, and constraints of manufacture. This is a simple
story, and a comforting one that features ideas of progress, improvement, and modernity. We
must remember though that, like most simplifications, this view is true only in its broadest
outlines.

Alan Dewey: When we began our research on English bone sets, we had a lot of spare
barleycorn bits and eventually started looking at those. The Victorians didn’t ever call
them barleycorns, but they made and sold a tremendous number of them. They are
typically large chess sets, almost always in bone, with applied surface decoration all
over. The name barleycorn comes from the defining use of a repeating pattern
resembling barleycorn seeds as the central barrel motif, even though there are sets
called barleycorn that do not have this.
I always thought that the better quality barleycorn chess
sets were ornamentally turned, even though I long ago
discounted the idea that Indian sets, pretty and intricate
though they are, were made on exported ornamental
lathes. But the barleycorns were made mostly in the 19th
century, and probably in or around London, which is
when and where you would expect to have this type of
sophisticated machine and where presumably there was a
market for such expensive fancy goods.
The smaller turning shops, I assumed, had one or two
ornamental lathes: a Fenn, an Evans, or even perhaps a
Holtzapffel. I knew that these shops made a very wide
range of different products, and that chess sets weren’t
the primary output of hardly any of them, but the timeserved craftsmen who worked in these shops certainly
had the skills to produce pretty well anything they were
asked. They did just this, my thinking went, and grabbed
up an ornamental lathe as soon as they could so they
could make barleycorns once they became fashionable.
For the research, I wanted to demonstrate how they were turned. So I
intended to show that the number of each decorative unit (pearling,
barleycorns, fluting, et cetera) would be a factor of some much larger
number, often 360. This was dictated by use of an indexing plate, and so
I expected numbers like 12, 24, 36: nice predictable numbers that all
divided into the same larger number. Imagine my horror when prime
numbers started cropping up, all on the same piece! For example, I
found 17 pearls, 23 grooves, 11 flutes, and so forth on one royal. Given
my belief that these were made on an ornamental lathe, this was
impossible. The circular indexing plates used on ornamental lathes did
not allow for this type of variation. With an indexing plate, you can only
ornament in factors of the number of holes drilled into the plate. It’s that
simple.
This initial examination was a slow process, though. If nothing else,
doing all this counting led to errors. It would be easier if the pieces were
flat and not round. So it occurred to me that actually rolling a chess
piece out on flat clay would give me a reverse impression that would be
easier to count and look at. Accordingly, I took the royals from several
typical high end sets and began rolling them out like rolling pins on
dough.

The scales fell from my eyes. In the clay
I saw mismatched pairings of barleycorn
seeds: one row would have more or less
seeds than the one below it. In fact, the
seeds and stems were not even the same
sizes. I looked more closely, and the
work methods became apparent. I saw
where the turners had miscalculated
distances between pearls or cogs and
compensated by fiddling the spacings. I
saw different depths of grooves. The red
bishops of one set had differing numbers
of pearls on their mitres. In short, I saw
human handwork and human error.

(Above: full set of rolled out barleycorn patterns analyzed during the research.)

(Left: Tools made for this research, and a wooden barleycorn
barrel decorated using these tools.)

But what tools did they use? Standard simple lathe tools would
not produce these shapes. So I began to approach this as a
professional turner rather than as a chess set collector or chess
set researcher. The constraints seemed obvious. If I were going
to produce barleycorn sets at a good profit margin, I would do
this with as few tools and in as little time as possible. I would
make these tools from materials at hand in my workshop.
These tools would have to be able to produce the standard
ornamentation of barleycorn sets: half pearls, cogging, fluting,
grooves of various sorts, and the all important barleycorn seeds

around the barrel. After some experimentation, I was able to apply the decoration to a barleycorn
chess piece with just three special cutters—a cogging tool, a pearling tool, and a barleycorn tool
—all of which I made for myself just as the turners would have done 150 years ago.
(Rightt: pre-repair interior of white barleycorn queen,
clearly showing bone’s haversian canal structure)

What I learned was that even the best quality
barleycorn sets were turned on the simplest of
lathes using easily made tools. Indeed,
ornamental turning is a slow process, and it
would have been quicker for these turners to
make fancy chess pieces with simple lathes and
then apply some ornamental and some handcarved elements, which even indisputably
ornamentally-turned pieces often have. So even
the large scale advantages of industrialisation, such as increased speed of manufacture, simply
did not apply in these small shops. Moreover, I realize now that even the fact that these sets were
almost always made in bone should have tipped me off. Bone was readily available from the
local knacker’s yard as well as the abattoir, and a fresh made bone set would have looked much
like an ivory one, but at a fraction of the cost. It now seems clear to me that rather than buying an
ornamental lathe, with its large capital investment and limited uses, and rather than investing in
ivory stock, the Victorian craftsmen simply turned their formidable skills to imitating to an
acceptable standard the repetitive, replicated, fashionable ornamentation of the mid- to late
Victorian age.
Conclusion: The findings of this applied research into
actual artifacts of the era, barleycorn chess pieces, have
several interesting facets. First and most obviously, not
everyone embraced the new methods and approaches.
This is primarily because it wasn’t necessary for them to
do so, even though it was necessary for anyone in
business to remain reasonably competitive and thus capable of
making products that were either essential, such as drawer pulls,
or trendy, such as chess sets.
(Right: Barleycorn chess set auctioned by Christie’s, 2008)

We do not see these products with contemporaneous eyes. While to us the Victorian whorls and
arcs and circles can seem distinctly heavy and mechanical, it is likely that a Victorian with the
means to purchase a high end chess set such as those made on ornamental lathes did not see this
ornamentation in this way. Instead, it is likely that this replication and repetition of patterns was
an implicit celebration of the new technological abilities of their time, a bracing reminder of the
British Empire’s holdings on the earth as mapped out by sextants and theodolites as well as an
increasing knowledge of the heavens as gained with telescopes. A small turning shop, however,
may have had neither the funds nor the need to invest in an ornamental lathe so as to accomplish
these patterns. As has been demonstrated, a reasonable facsimile was readily achieved through
use of tools, machines and materials already at hand or well within the turners’s capabilities to
fashion.

There is a more general question: given that even the better barleycorn chess sets were not
produced on ornamental lathes, was it at least the case that turning shops adopted the general
methods and approaches of the Industrial Revolution? The answer to this question is also, “No.”
The defining method of the Industrial Revolution’s factory system is batch production. Batch
production relies on replication of interchangeable parts. Simply stated, if you do not have
interchangeable parts, even seemingly-identical products are not replications of each other.
Chess sets appear to be an exercise in replication, and
thus a perfect forum for batch production. The opposing
pieces usually match each other: in other words, the
white and red sides are usually made of like-appearing
pieces. Similarly, many of the pieces on each side also
match: each side’s two bishops, two knights, two rooks,
and eight pawns all look the same. It turns out,
however, that in the case of almost all better chess sets
of the era, the separate components (stems, bases,
finials, and so forth) of the matching pieces are not
interchangeable. Bases do not screw solidly to stems other than their own while finials wobble in
mismatched sockets. In the cases where pieces seem to interchange, this was a product of the use
of taps and dies rather than hand-threading tools. Regardless, each chess piece was finished
individually. Thus pawn stems might screw into various pawn bases of that set, but any given
stem would not be at the proper depth except when it was mated with its correct base. Therefore
each chess piece component was specifically made to fit with one and only one other component,
and as a whole these matched up components comprised each final piece. This was not an
application of the factory system of production.
In conclusion, the received view of the era of the Industrial
Revolution and the Industrial Enlightenment—centering as it
does on standardization, interchangeable parts, factory system,
semi-skilled machine operators, and so forth—simply does not
hold when we consider the turners of the time. This is despite
that some of the machine advances directly applied to their very
own trade, as in the case of the ornamental lathes. So, even given
that new tools, methods, materials, approaches and systems were
available, they were not always used. When fashions demanded,
the shops rose to the challenge and imitated the appearances
produced by the new technologies and materials rather than
actually incorporating these into their production methods. Thus the barleycorn chess sets reveal
specific decisions made by the highly skilled practitioners of an established trade that had its
own methods of production, constraints (financial and otherwise), and traditions. Moreover, as
demonstrated by the lack of interchangeable components such as stems and bases, the turners
also did not adopt the factory system of production. They chose instead to produce each product
as a whole each time. Thus we see that the turners of the Industrial Revolution and
Enlightenment engaged in what we term a “persistence of craft”, staying with the old ways that
had served them well enough for centuries.

(Above right: Pawn stems and bases from a barleycorn set: they do not interchange. Above leftt: Unsourced image,
accessed at the British Woodturners Association site.)

